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Chai Waale: the business of
steaming hot tea
Chai Waale’s piping hot chairman’s special, coupled with indulgent bun maska,
is all you need after a long day at work
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SRIVATSAN S

Chai Waale offers an interesting variety of tea
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It all started with some tea: 15 cups, to be precise. Armed with a degree in Business

Management from King’s College, London, Vidur Maheswari had been eyeing the untapped
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Latest News

tea market. He describes how his father used to drink “15 cups of chai (tea) a day,” thus

sowing the seed for Vidur’s thriving business venture Chai Waale.

“Chennai is traditionally seen as the land of coffee. It’s because we don’t get good tea here.

Instead of bad tea, people would prefer to have a good coffee,” says Vidur, about what

prompted him to open Chai Waale in Sowcarpet in June last year.
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Gold jumps ₹510; silver rises by ₹450
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Chinese president Xi Jinping stresses U.S.-China cooperation in meeting with Bill Gates
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Odisha Human Rights Commission takes it upon itself to defend victims in civil court
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Indonesia Open badminton | Srikanth exits, loses in quarter�nals to Li Shi Feng
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